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INTRODUCTION 

1. The meeting of the Expert Group on the Industry Files System and other 

data bank techniques for industrial programming was held at the UM DO 

headquarters during the period 16-20 November 1970.      The Group was formed 

by ten experts nominated by the UNIDO Executive Director and assisted by 

the Industrial Programming 3ection of the Industrial Policies and Programming 

Division of UNIDO, which acted as the technical secretary«      The li3t of 

participants is given in Annex I of this report 

2. Problems of planning for development, formulation and assessment of 

programmes and policies, h»ve led many developing countries to seek solutions 

1A the for« of "data banks"       In November 196% UNIDO took steps to draw up 

basic guidelines by convening the Bast African Working Party on Industrial 

Programming Data in Nairobi--»      "hile the principles expressed in the form 

of "Industry Files System" seem to have been well received by most experts 

and officials concerned with the problem of data in developing countries, 

they are yet to be buttressed by various prototypes and corollaries, taking 

account of activities in progress in various parts of the world» 

J.     The Expert Group was thus requested to re-examine the existing version 

of the Industry File* System proposal and work out the necessary amplifica- 

tions and modifications in order to complete it as a practical guide for 

interested authorities in developing countries       The Aide-mémoire*  given 

to the Group to that effect included further an indication of the specific 

objectives of the five-day meeting.      Namely, in regard to the "uso" aspect 

of the data bank of the suggested type, attention was drawn to the 

desirability of gathering and sorting out the relevant prototypes of 

industrial programming task for which a data-bank approach would be essential. 

In regard to the "supply" aspect, the Group was requested to examine 

practical problems relating to the register-of-businesses approach in 

particular and the record-linkage possibilities offered under this approach- 

"THE INDUSTRY PILES SYSTEM" - Report of the Sast African ' orking Party 
on Industrial Programming Data, has been produced as a UNIDO working 
document for internal circulation only, but has been read by a number of 
experts and officials associated with UMIDO* a technical assistance 
activities. 

y     "AIDMSMOIHB"    (ID/"!?. 84/1 ) 
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4.  The Group received at itB opening session further clarification and 

background information regarding the taska assigned to it.  At this session, 

the Director of the Industrial Policies and Programming Division of UNIDO 

referred to the fact that data gathering had traditionally been handled by 

sp -iiplists institutionally separated from the development planning process. 

He stressed the need for planners to activate the basic data supply, thus 

strengthening their links cack to the information system on which they 

depended. 

r)-      It was also made clear that the notion of "data bank for industriati 

planning" would differ in many respects from that of an "Industry Division of 

€. Central Statistical Office".  In general, the former should be conceived 

ar. an operation a few steps closer to the development cadres concerned with 

industrial planning and policy matters, than the conventional activities 

under the regular statistical programme.  Flexible and versatile utilisation 

of "micro-data" might be regarded as an additional distinctive feat uro of 

the data bank proposal-  Elements that might tend to overlap between a data 

bank proposal and the Statistical Office would be duly reflected in the final 

structuring of the data bank itself, which should, by its very intention, be 

supplemental to any existing statistical operations. 

6.  It was emphatically noted that a "data bank", njg |£f ought not imply 

building a sophisticated and expensive system, but the starting point could 

be very^simple.  As indicated in one of the papers contributed by partici- 

pants,^ all administrative actions provide data and every country has an 

administration.  Thus, there will be no particular threshold, in terms of 

level of economic development, for building a data bank in a developing 

country 

7-  The earlier part of the five-day sessions was devoted to the discussion 

on the problem areas of common relevance to both the use and the supply 

aspects of data bank.  The plenary session was followed by the parallel 

sessions of two sub-groups* Group I concentrated on reviewing various 

programming and analytical tasks to be linked to data bank activities, and 

Group II on an examination of critical elements in the structure of data 

banks for industrial planning.  Toward the concluding stage of the meeting, 

4/  "MAIfí 3TSPS FOR BUILDING k  DATA BANK FOR PLANNING PURPOSES» 
by lean V_ ¿almona (ID/'Tí.«4/2) 
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both Qroups exchanged the resulta of their debatos and put forward a genomi 

recosnendation regarding future UNIDO action, along with summary notes 

relating to the major technical issues considered during the parallel sessi 3ns« 

8,      The following report is composed of three p-rts:   I- - General debates 

and recommendations ;    II. • Models for industrial programming and data 

reqfuirements (report of Group l)$   and III. - Tow»j»ds the revision of the 

é*af% Industry Piles %atem (report of Group II).      Tho workirw document« 
used at the sessions are listed in Atuww II. 
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ftfiJOTRAL DEBATES AND HBC0MtCT)AT[Orfo 

9        This p»rt of the report  pro ciento the gist of the discussions hold at 

the plenary sessions.      Those touch upon a range of stratogic questions 

on*#isaged in establishing and operating a truly useful data bank as an 

integral psrt of the procesa of industrial development planning and admini- 

stration.     These includo ouch topics as:    (a) approach to the analysis of 

data needs - planning sectors and data sectors5    (b) the information 

hierarchy - from data sources to decisions;    (c) primary data and secondary 

data;    (d) intor-aget.cv co-ordination of statistical estimates - a precursory 

stop towards the incoption of an active data bank;    (e) industrial process 

flow analysis as a point of departure for data gathering;    (f) aggregate d»ta 

system versus micro-data system;    and (g) an industry analysis and programming 

department within the data bank,      "Concluding remarks" refer to the desired 

approach to the future work, particularly for the back-stopping of UNIDO 

technical assistance experts and the step-by-3tep deepening of a desk manual 

which should keep abreast with the new experiences evolving in developing 

countries 

Invantory of potential usera and their needs 

10-    Emphasis wan laid on the importance of conducting a fuily-fledgod stutìy 

ön potential users and their data requirements, before determining the scope 

of data collection and organization.      The general guideline for such a 

study was already clearly stated in one of the working documents submitted 
e J 

to the meeting-«*       The same author produced also an additional note 

describing the results of such a pro-project stud;' applied to several specific 

institutions for which a given data bank proposal was intended.      The parti- 

cipants wore of the opinion that this note should preferably be amplified as 

a chapter of the manual to be compiled in the future, including an over-all 

assessment of the complete sot of case studies undertaken and a clear 

indication of their impact on the specific design of the information systems 

adopted by the data bank considered 

11.    'Tùie each potential user-organization was analyzed in these examples 

in tormi? of a typical decision problem facing it and major models used by 

its analysts to examine alternative  solutions,   a few participants felt that 

y      "HAIN ¿TTCPS POR BUILDING A DATA BANK TOR PLANNING PURP0SÏÏ3" (lD/WG.84/2) 
pp.   10 - 12. 
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the "decision models" in the examples were no >nore than a cursory description 

of the main chain of thoughts applicable to r», >-;iven problemi the resulting 

identification of "data needed" thus seems to have suffered some ambiguity 

or somewhat excessive selectivity.  (Por example, loose specifications such 

as "input-output table", "age structure of population", "regional distribution 

of income" would not be very informative for the purpose of defining the 

desired scope of elementary data files, as distinguished from pre-aggregated 

data files) 

I,Mi wlftn^itffffleni fffff-m ntwt 
12. In that connexion, a participant drew attention to the kind of matrix 

analysis whioh is often employed in the programming of national atavistica 

operations! indicate in rows available data sectors (or categories) such as 

population, traffic, agricultural crops, industrial production, etc., and 

specify column sectors such as school planning, industrial planning, traffic 

control, agricultural planning, etc.  Statisticians may tend to check the 

use ©f given data categories by various planning sectors a¡¡d thus evaluate 

•he relative priorities to be accorded to different data sectors in the entire 

statistical programme.  This type of check, however, often runs at the 

expense of the real interests of specific planning sectors, since the latter 

«ay ©all fer other data sectors than those readily installed and/or various 

specialised sub-sectors not explicitly entered in the matrix.  Application 

tf a pre-fixed set ©f data sectors (with ambiguous specification of the 

product-mix of each seotor) to an analysis of users' needs will be bound to 

©omit serious aggregation errors.  It would be essential that a data bank 

proposal should start with the identification of the3e needs with the least 

possible prejudice to be associated with what the users have so far been 

allowed to use. 

Tl» information hierarchy 

13. The term Hdata" is by itself just something as shapeless is the atmos- 

phere expanse.  'Tien its "use" possibilities are to bo identified in rolation 

to a given decision-making task, a certain hierarchical figuration should be 

assigned to it in order to define a few distinctive steps needed for its 

processing.  A participant offered one version of such "information hierarchy" 

Á 
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on whioh his company's function as -m infw, ••       •   , cJ 

»i. ccncePt. *« adapted for ¿ ; : n "^rr" - -o<,eii-á/ 
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14.   Obvio»«!,, th. W «, «,., ^m ^ 

natu» of the ^icnl studle„ t0 be 0      .°"' '* """ "°" **-*-1 « th. 

to b. ,.,w.a thoreof for tho deolaion° 12?out •d the —-* -pro« 

6/ Preniicasts, Inc., Ohio   II",«         ¿ 
which has "*oc»«t.Í or ^ibîïïTîf'• "* '" tho "'»«ation hi.rarohy 
«.* th. Prodl„sta,  Iao' T., „br^   17-"^^^. hone      c?raS 

wor internal use only). MANUAL" 
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Secondary data and data bank 

15-    The »»secondary» data may be so distinguished from the prirrury data in 

that the former refers to what results from an application of a .riven set of 

basic information bits to some specific decision-analysis problems        Dat.-, 

given in journals and articles by way of evidence or illustration of any 

particular Study, indexes derived from a trend analysis or foreeast«, etc 

«ay be considorod as secondary data.      ¡te-uaa m one context of the data 

once processed in .another context can often be rewarding    with some proper 

assumption of parallelism, the information sought on one issue may often be 

«represented« by information once used and processed on other i-wuoa.      Tho 

availability of meaningful secondary data for *iven recurrent decision 

purposes will be m nature less regular or loss controllable than primary 

data.      However, when desired sources of primary data are yot to be secured 

at the expense of timo and money, it can be rewarding to attempt at 

•«lifting semi-primary information fro« readily available library documents 

16.      In this connexion, the attention of the Group was invited to the 

special coding system being employed by a certain information industry in 

difettine innumerable souroe documents in tho world.      In .addition to the 

•ore or les« fMllar coding systems for products, enterprises, geography, 

»»ite of measure, etc., the company employs a three-digit "gynt-Codi-"' 

Cysten.      This provides a rather comprehensive set of descriptors for those 

kinds of soul-primary information which are most frequently sought for the 

00-pany's information services, such as institutional structure, maniement 

procedures, new products and technology, nature and existence of resources, 

utilisation of resources, production and distribution, unit coats, w^es and 

prices, etc.      This approach permits computerization .-„, i versatile uses of an 

enormous expanse of important information bits obtainable from secondary 

sources.      Particularly for technological and institutional information, 3Uch 

an event-ooding system might be utilised extensively to support the model- 

building for the processing of data and even to supplement tho primary data 
files in a data bank. 

17.    The operations with secondary data sources would be recommondablu on 

both the national and the international levels       However,   since information 

on technologies, markets, etc   draws heavily upon foreign aouroos, the 

desired secondary source operations would be subject to considerable 

economies of scale.      A regional (inter-country) data bank might  thus bo thu 
most economical approach to such operations. 
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Co-ordination and unification of statistics currently in tuie among 
different planning organs 

18     There is no particular threshold for a data bank action.      In many 

developing countries where th-i existing statistical system is quite rudimen- 

tary,  there seems to exist the tendency of different planning and executing 

agencies for industrial development using different statistics, often 

mutually contradictory as among different users.    Under such circumstances, 

a very modest, but immediately rewarding start towards a fully-fledged data 

bank could be offered by organizing something like an Inter-Agency Committee 

on industrial Data Dank to examine and improve the substance of statistical 

information as currently utilized by different agencies       Hie on-going 

project in the Republic of the Philippines was cited as an example along tills 

line. 

19.    The main characteristics of the Philippines project arel 

(a) Aa Phase 1, the Committee concentrates on the verification 
of existing statistics in use, unification of the definitions, 
interpretations and correlations for each series, development 
of a central storage and retrieval facility for co-op#rativs 
use.      This phase is to be followed at a later stage by 
Phase 2 in vhich steps will be taken to affect the data bas« 
itself and improve the primary data sources, and much later 
by Phase  \ whore a detailed framework of input-output data 
to be developed as a tool for practical programming tasks ana 
linear programming and other model-building work will be 
included in the software to facilitate studies on development 
strategies; 

(b) The Committee is composed of the "analysta" (and not the 
administrators) of the major development institutions in the 
country,  including the governmental planning and policy-making; 
organs, Central Bank and public and private development banks, 
private associations of industrial investors, business 
consultant firms and universities, as well ae foreign financial 
agencies located in the country; 

(0)    The technical work of the Committee starts with an analysis of 
national industrial plans and identification of the underlying 
industrial process flows to be linked to various products of 
the country's extractive industries of strategic importance. 
This facilitates priority-setting for the Committee both in 
terms of different industrial activities and products to be 
considered and in relation to data specifications desired by 
the analysts of different organs. 
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Procesa flow charts to guide data gathering 

20.    The Group appraised highly the attempt ban* mad. by the project in the 

Philippines,   particularly to  adopt  the identification of the major process 

flows-of strategic importance for present  and future industrialisation of 

the nation.       Particularly in the case of developing economica,   it  is quit* 

an unfortunate convention that  first the Census Bureau collects data iuá 

then an input-output tabla is compiled like a ritual        The relatively 

spareely-fillod industry base of a developing country tends to be subject to 

quite radical technological changes relative to its size,   and thus aggregation 

orrors easily nullify the practical utility of the traditional input-output 

table«      Oat a organization ouf?ht to be initiated after the economy is 

properly inspected under a microscope and the destination of individual 

commodities and the processing technology of on individual industry have been 

studied in depth       This point received treatment at length in one of the 

working documents at hméP   **nd received further attention during the sessions 

of droup I, the report of which is given in Part II of this document, 

fluíate data files 

21.    fne Philippines project in Phase 1 will include,  reportedly, a modest 

data hank modelled on an approach similar to CAUSI« (the Canadian Socio- 

economie Information Management System).-^       This system is known to contain 

mainly time series of aggregate data and radically contrasts to the micro« 

teta approach geared to the register of businesses       The data hank for 

industrial planning as proposed for the consideration of the Group is 

characteristically a micro-data approach       It was agreed, however, that the 

mtOO proposai ought not noglect the supplementary rolo to be played by  . 

aggregate data files, since certain categories of data might not become 

available in non-aggregate form.      A degree of ücloticism has thus been 

proposed in favour of increased flexibility in system design- 

]/      »DATA BAHK3 A3 A BASIS OF CAUSATIVE MODEL.;", by G.B    Ionic- 

8/      A brief description of this system is available in CANADIAN ¡STATISTICAL 
HEvW, March 1970. 
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22      \ preat part of the analytical operations in a data bank would involve 

an extrapolation of information relating to the past to future dates.       The 

manipulation cf macro-di tu for mncro-projection purposes would not be a 

prinr.ry role of the proposed approach to a d.vn bank,  but a flexible 

composition and estimation ef risero concepts as suitable for given planning 

and policy problems should rather be considered as the gist of the proposal. 

In fact, however, much of the work at the levol of individual industrial 

projects (such as demand analysis) needs to be guided at one stag« or another 

by macro-level expectations.      The dit- bank should preferably be equipped, 

therefore, with some 3ort cf m>cro-data operations in order to meet likely 

needs of users on a bro d front 

Concluding remarks?    advice for future work 

2Ì, Most of the discussions summarized rJbove took place before the partici- 

pants formed two sub-groupa, -*nd some during the occasional meetings of both 

groups, «fter the final exch^nr« of conclusions fron the parallel sessions 

of the two «roups, which are reported below, the following remarks were made 

by way of a general recommendation 

24.    In the matter of "dpta bank", the novelty of the task« at hand in a way 

contrasts with the lack of evidence of their effectiveness in actual life, 

particularly when one refers to the developing countries.       It will be 

necessary to review and assess continually future development in this fieli. 

However, the major problem areas having been outlined, it would be aaVi«able 

to convene from time to time a small working «roup of only a few experts to 

elaborate in detail solutions to specific problems as they arise.      (fee ©f   * 

such working groups nwy be convened in the not-too-distant future in order 

to assist UBIDO in compiling a first "Manual on the establishment and 

operation of data banks for industrial planning in developing countries", the 

need for which has been evident from the lately «rowing concern ef many 

developing countries about possibilities opon for initiating action in this 
field. 

¿5        Another opportunity for expert group consultation will arise in back- 

stopping UNIDO exports working in developing countries and substantiating 

their technical expertise in handling problems they would havo to face with 

little relevant experience        Funds for such ad hoc expert groups should be 
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provided for in each technical assistance project to be considered.      The 

experience with these field projects could then bo fed b^ck into the "Unual 

26.    The Manual in its entirety woul<? thus develop only rmdually.-      It would 

consist of a growing set of documents,  some of them bein# amended as fiold 

experience broadens.      The meeting recommended that attention be concentrated 

meanwhile on the following problem aren-s t 

(a)   techniques of record linkte; 

(h)   technirfues of process analysis and collapsed input-output 
models 

2?.      Techniques ©f record linkage deserve a thorough elaboration by means 

©f * detailed description of specific exiles.      t'ell-described examples of 

record linkste would throw light not only on technical solutions of linkage 

problem«, but also on the possible scope *ad usos of the entire data bank 
concept under study. 

28.    à* regards the tochniquea of industrial pwogmimiin§rt practical and 

consistent procedures of linkinc micro-level feasibilities to macro-level 

considerations deserve further exploration.      '•hile input-output techniques 

offer % generally useful framework for data assembly and consistency check, 

facts and possibilities gripped by technical process flow .analysis need to 

be properly absorbed into this «renerai framework.      The 1MID0 Manual should 

give continued attention to this need* 

1 
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II.      Wim." POR INDUSTRIAL PR0PRAM3HIB AND DATA REQUIRWNT3t Report of Oroup I 

29     Croup I was composed of Messrs.  3>B.  Hoble,  :>..  iihishido,  L. UnCovsky" 

and V.M.  Weiss.      Mr»   ;3    Schleicher participate* occasionally as a supporting 

member.      Mr.  3hishido was elected as the chairman and the UNIDO substantive 

officers served as technical secretarias. 

50.    The Oroup had before it three working papers written specifically for 

the purpose of this meeting: 

(a)    "Description of some formal operational models of planning" 
by the UWIDO secreteriat| 

(fe)   'Typology of industrial model-building" by ;3. Schleicher; and 

(e)    "Data banks aa a basis of causative models" by G.B.  Hoble. 

J1.    îfee Secretariat for the bonomie Commission for Europe, particularly the 

Prelections and Programming Division» contributed several ite»« of its 

publications dealing with modela for economic planning and policy-making as 

a background reference for this Oroup.*' 

IhdnttrUl vvQKrmminK modelst   a compendium of prototypes 

32.    Initially the Oroup1 s discussion centred round those case studies letica 

had been submitted in the UNIDO secretariat paper«      The planning models 

summarized in that paper contained some 30 actually operational "fornai" 

modelo, mainly drawn from the experience in % number of developed countries. 

Ifeete models were classified in terms oft    (a) forecasting models and impnet 

2/     fk@ main items arei 

- «ACaO-BCONOMIC MODELS POR PLAfflVIÜQ AMD PO«CY-MAXINÖ»    ^fC$/665t 
Sales ilo. 3.67,11 .*!. 3} 

- OOHISnSNC«! OP !5ÜR0M¡AK 'iTATIOTICtANS*    STATISTICAL STANDARDS Aï© 
3TUM83 - No    11, "Stati«tieni Requirements for planning Economic 
and Social Development - Report of the United Nations ISuropean 
Regional 3ominar, Prague,  18 - 29 September 196?",    Vols. I and II. 
3T/CE,yi1f  Sales Mo   B-68.II.B/Mim.30j 

- VìF3CT.'3 NOUVEAUX DK L'EMPLOI 1Ï33 MODULES MACRO-EGOîlOMI'ÎUES EN SURQFF, 
M$to5R/68/D1, ECtf, Geneva,   I96B; 

- RSPOflTS OH CURRENT RTOTÍARCH DURING TÍH y]AR I969 ON Tff3 US*! OP 
MATtHMATICiL M^THODo IM ECONOMIC  ANALYSIS, MS/0"!R/70/D.24î 

- Various papers presented at the First Seminar on Mathematical Methods 
and Computer Techniques,  Varna,  28 September - 10 October 1970 
(HATHWCO 1970/3-1/VAR series). 
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study modela;    (b) structural balance models;    (c) unit-decision model« of 

the programming type;    «-«id (d) multi-unit or decentralized decision modeln 

33«     As an alternative classification,  the f^roup distinsi shed between tht; 

demand-oriented and the supply-oriented typos,  and considered virioua models 

under each typo, referring to the various levels of aggregation involved in 

thornt    (a) Macro-economic,    (b) ^.ami-macro (with the I'ìIC one-digit or oven 

broader sectors),     (c) Sectoral (mult i-sect oral, detailed input-output and 

other general-system models)   and (d) Partial-sectoral (models for individual 

branches of industry). 

34*    It w*8 noted th%t "industrial planning" in its broadest sense ranges 

ail the way from the highly aggregated activity concepts associated with 

over-all planning and sectoral programming on the one hand,  down to the 

specif io technical aspects of project preparation, evaluation and implemen- 

tation,     filile relatively heavy emphasis is laid on the latter extreme, 

project planning, the positive role of a formal model in industrial planning 

should «volve in stich a way as to ensure consistent linkage between the 

macro-level constraints and the micro(project)-level feasibilities. 

J$.    In this connexion, particular attention was paid to the two-level 

projpnmiiing models for industrial branches which have recently been made 

operational in Hungary.      They wore designed to interlock the optimisation 

of *»*s»ttroe allocation at the level of an individual industrial enterprise 

and at the level of a national economy or its sector, and thus to formalise 

the programming process underlying the so-called "transfer price" system. 

As to the real ••opération*' status of these models, however» the Oroup was 

informed that they did not gain so much support as to replace the traditional 

programming procedures practised through the hierarchy of development 

administration. 

36.    The discussion thus orbited for a while around the fact that it was 

extremely difficult to defino the operational utility of formal programming 

models strictly in terms of their interactions with those sophisticated 

elements of bureaucracy embedded in the actual system of industrial develop- 

ment planning and programme administration. 

37-    The Group shared the view th-rt actual decision-making on complex economic 

and social issues and policies could not solely bo dependent on formal 

(usually mathematical) modolB,  except certain decision routines at the middle 

1 
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or lower management  levels,  such as inventory control within an enterprise, 

This ought not be meant to disclaim tho merits of formal models or "systems 

analysis" as applied to the macro-level or tho sector-level planning routines. 

However,  in vim- of the limited ti-no available for the group sessions, tho 

Group felt r.-Micr unprepared to  arriv. at *ny finite package of modelling 

techniques that might bo recommended as a typical componant of tho »data bank 
for industri»! planning" 

9at» requirements for industrial programming 

38.    The reviewing of various typos of planning models helped extract a 

somewhat generalized framework of ¿Lata assembly that would be more ©r less 

commonly associated with tho techniques of model building.      To prepare m 

exhaustive list of planning data requirements was certainly not a task 

suitable for this Group       The SC^ document on »Statistical Requirements for 

Planning economic .and Social Development»&*   was recalled as one of the 

examples attempting at an extensive construction of basic statistical system« 

for pluming purposes,      Kit hin the UHIDO work,  attention was drawn to its 

earlier study,  »Data Requirements for Industry Analysis and Programming",-*^ 

which gave a comprehensive .account of the information requirements and 

sources for the tasks of diagnosis, plan formulation and choice of policy 
instruments. 

39-    The öroup attempted, therefore,  only to provide a recapitulation, in % 

highly condensed form,  of the bread range of data requirement* well colored 

on «my other occasions, for tho purple of assisting in the disouwien of 
Oroup II.      The results are summarized as follows! 

*°     A*    nm\W «lata at tho economy-wide ^-i.   Thre# alternative ways to 
organize data were suggested.      ln terms of their data intensivenes«, they 
appear in the following orders 

(.a)    Por simple macro-analysis*-   Quick and rough national accounts 
estimates and industrial production index by collecting the 
output dnt-  for selected commodities in physical terms.    These 

VO/     See  footnote %J on pa*e  M. 

-'   for't^V^ '5 f°brU^. ^'    CMtrita*i°" *y Prof. no,„ notori.« 
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(b) 

(c) 

dati should be available on a bi-monthly basis   it the level 
of two-digit commodity classification,   at least 

?or national income analysi3S-    Thi3 requires extension of 
the analytical coverages to include consumption,  investment, 
government expenditure,  exports and imports.      Tho data 
requirements therefore consist of the traditional national 
income series with their supporting statistics, preferably 
on a bi-monthly basis. 

For disaggregated I - 0 type analysis:-   !, formal input-output 
accounting balance should be established,  3uch ass 

2 
j 

a. ,X, + Y.   + 
1J J        i /J^ nr xi+ *i 

where   Y, 

ùk*x 

M, 

domestic final demand, excluding changea in stocks 

changes in stocks 

exporta 

importa 

•Nw \A9
 

8hould b© innually up-datod at least for key sectors, 
in both value and physical terms.      The size of basic table 
for this purpose should bo at least 100 x 100, 

41. In addition to the usual commodity flow data, information relating to 

labeur ma capital stock should bo available at loast for major industrial 
sootorsi 

i  Lwi * Loi 
K. • Xj - R. + K 

1  "i, -1 

• I? 

(i 

(i 

20) 

20) 

K " h * Di T *i, -1 
L * employed worker 

LQ • self-employod and family worker 

K. • gross capital (undepreciated) 

I, • gross investment 

R, * replacement 

K   - net capital stock 

D   « depreciation 

42.    There should also be some price data enough to check tho accounting 
balancesi 

Column!     P   Xa4 JC   + '-'.l  . • P, - P ,X. 

Rowi P Ja   X. + P.Y.  + P .E.   « P .X.   + P .K. li   ij j        li        ex i        xi i       mi i 

1 

i 
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and to ostablish the average input price, 

Pi " (PxiXi  + ^i\V(h + Mi) 
P.   « input prie. 

P .   « output pnoo 

P , » import price 

w . wage earnings 

P * profit 

**•    %"    Programing at the project level;    The economic data extracted from 

totalled project engineering studies would constitute an additional genre of 

statistic« that is of crucial importance for national project evaluation. 
This should includa I 

X (» plant output), Xe {- capacity output), 1, L^, L., m^X (- «ajor input« 

P*X* wljw ^GS and claries), P, V(- valua added, % and M» fw ««oh 
project. 

Som* sub-classification of to« information relating to the detail of these 
i toma Is, of course, desirable. 

44-    In order to assess the potentini contribution of a project te the economy, 

it would be desirable to have mi explicit expression of the national desiderata 

«id a »et of shadow prices of key primary inputs»      The data rehired to 

compute these »'national parameters for project ©valuation" ought to be 

•ysteiBtioally derived fro« an eoenoiay-widt analysts and regularly up-dated to 

reflect major changea in the basic socio-economic esonditi©»*. 

4%    $** W0Ral aaa|y|^gt    This calla for a regional breakdown of MM of 
the key variables.! 

Xri»   Kri-    Lri»    Yr (r - 1 ....  ) 

and if possible, the interregional flow information! 

X**.R>    (ra i!l°rrefional flöw' * -* a» h? ^P« of trantpertatieti 

should be compilod. 

Commodity flow modal!    a flexible solution for th« input-outtmt m^\ 

46.    The Group was of tho opinion that an I - 0 table provides still the best 

framework for the assembly and control of data collected from otherwise 

unrelated sources.      The Group was, however, awaro of tho limitations of the 

I - 0 analysis especially in dealing with developing economies.      The necessary 
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assumption of constant input coefficients would generally be much less 

tenable in a developing economy than in a mature «conomy;    the changes in 

the structural relationships of the economy aimed at in the context of 

planning would be more radical in a developing economy,  and these need to be 

«ore immediately related to the details of factory- or project-level 

programming.      The "aggregation errors" likely to be committed in a formal 

input-output table should therefore receive as serious attention as when the 

input-output data is used to guide market research and related studies on 
the level of an individual firm. 

ì 47     ''Ilile disaggregation is the solution, it is not physically feasible, 

nor necessary, to attempt the maximum descree of disaggregation in all sectors. 

MM Instead, an attempt to build complex production functions in technologically 

identifiable terns should be limited to only certain key strategic industrial 
Motors. 

48«    It was noted that the industrial programming in H developing country 

would have to rely more extensively on detailed engineering studies of 

individual plants, than on time series data,      ifost of the aggregation error» 

result from an arbitrary output classification which disregards the 

similarities in input structure       To avoid the difficulty, the orthodox 

square matrix should either be replaced by, or somehow combined with, a 

eollspsed rectangular process-analysis type of table.      This would imply 

modifying the balance equations of the original I - 0 table intei 

, where ty is the amount of i-th ceiwiodity input for plant ,) (rather than 

! sector j).      Since a developing country usually has only % limited number of 

I major industrial plants (establishmente^ tracking down the flow of i-th 

ì commodity input would not be too demanding a job* 

{ 49«    Such a "flow"-form of the input-output model consists of tracing, for a 

£ given specific industry or commodity,  successive sequences of sales and 

transformation.      Associate an input /output coefficient with each of the 

, sales and multiply coefficients that occur along the identified sequence, 
1 
I and we will have an approximation to th« row of the inverse matrix for tho 

* particular industry or commodity considered«      If tht. sequence does not end, 

1 we can connect any dangling edges to the inverse of the conventional  input- 

, output  natrix and this inverse will define all of the remaining indirect flow. 

i 
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The entire input-output matrix can thus bo partitioned,  for each specific 

industry or commodity under study,  intor 

zoro       (l -  \) 

*$iero 3 is a set of sequences is identified above, T is a matrix that converts 

the categories of 5 into the categories of the conventional input-out*nt model. 

The inverse of such a partitioned matrix is given by« 

,-1 

tere 

3"1T(I - A)"1 

(I - A) 
«»^ 

«*1 
where 3     it readily obtained in the process of constructing $v and (I - A) 

obtained fro» the conventional input-output matrix, 

50.    îhe partial disaggregation method suggested as above would prove fruitful 

a« a technique of consolidating the individual project-level studies with the 

over-all inter-sectoral models       It also assigns a new genre of d»ta to the 

eoneept of data banks for industrial plannings    i-e.  well-organised, 

©onHnually replenished sets of techno-engineering information relatin« to 

the specific uses of specific commodities»      The method considered would find 

fmrtieularly useful applications in the treatment of baste metals and some 

«etal-wortting industries.      fihemioall; -based industries should be treated in 

a similar way.      Industries producing end-produete for final use hardly require 

» spécifie flow-form of model since most of their sales go directly to final 
demand» 

Ute of teohno-econoqiio data from secondary sources 

51.    Apart from the task of identifying the brsic primary data (• tochno- 

ecenemic variables and parameters) and their intor-relationships, the Oroup 

took note of the importance of secondary data that are available in a 

variety of pre-processed forms in trade journals, professional articles, etc. 

For data-bank purposes,  i one-step deeper operation than the conventional work 

of librarians would be desired.      Namely, a proper coding system should be 

employed to re-genernte aemi-primary information on production, investments, 



capacities, markets, oto- from various secondary sources   The hu^o stock 

of business information being utilized by an information industry such it? 

Predioasts, InO is in fact supported by such in operation b-tsed on secondary 

data.  This company's three-dipit "cvont-rodinp"" ¡rysU-ir., which represents 

thö results of trials and errors over muy years, ciu^ht the attention of 

the Group as a notatij prototype of funeral utility 

52. Judicious use of secondary data will not only improve the scope of the 

data bank but also will save time and effort when the existing primary data 

sources ^re yot to be worked out to secure the needed information   In thiiî 

connexion, attention was drawn also to the relative merita of "informal" 

modoIs for projections, forecasting, etc   Por example, a forecast may bo 

made by means of an analysis of relevant timo series statistics   This will 

then be checked against the forecasts made by other people of similar or 

related variables using more or less different sources of information and 

perhaps different "models".  An ecleticism may come to order in one way or 

another before arriving at a sensible judgement   Also, in the procesa of 

putting together information to form an opinion, arbitrary assumptions, 

interpolations and extrapolations may be resorted to in a flexible, if not 

formally consistent, manner. 

53« One may argue that an informal model, lacking in consistency in explicit 

terns, tends to be incapable of uncovering sources of its own errors   h 

formal model permits analysis of errors with rospoct to specific variables 

and equations as well as the system as a whole, but the element of 

inflexibility may often contribute to the loss of perspective.  The Group 

noted, however, that the contrast of formal versus informal models io not a 

pertinent iseue of model-building; but a rigorous model on economic matter 

is meant normally only to offer an orderly perspective for decision making 

»Ad not immediately to mould a judgement on the available perspectives 
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HI      TO'-.RDC TH": ICH 510.7 Or  Tig DRAFT 1WJJTRY FILTft oYSTEH;    Report of Group II 

54 The ob'octivu of nroup II war; to Vather,  as concrete reference material, 

specific  examples of inter-record  lin/afro representing actually tested cases, 

with due   ittention to  mnt ittuiom¡i problema and effective ways of solving 

tnom,  .as well -rs technical L -hu£r<?i*"  nrobloms '-       By gathering specific 

examples of record linkages and by  learning from practical experiences in this 

field,  it was intended to up-date the existing version of the Industry Piles 

System and particularly to focus* on the essential elements of the system. 

12/ 55 The r.roup hid a set of documents—   for consideration including the 

"Industry Filos  iystem - Drcft Ucport on the ^ast African ' orking Party on 

Industrial Programming Oat-a" (referred to as the IPS proposal).      The agenda 

did not follow precisely the structure of the rj!*3 proposal since some aspects 

wer« found more desirable for elaboration than others}    it is for the 

reader's convenience that the discussion and findings are presented In a 

lay-out corresponding to the structure of the IPS proposal.      The issue« are, 

therefore, presented as followsî 

(Corresponding section in the IKS nmosali 

(i)    L.asic considerations Summary ascription of the Proposal 

(ii)    Register of businesses      The  îtructure of the IPS 
.and record linkages 

(iii)    Uses The Uses of the IPS 

(iv)    Institutional context        The Institutional Context 

(v)    Implementation An Implementation Proposal for the IFJ 

•Wie bulk of t. is report is focussed, . owever, on discustions on the second 

item, i.e. technical problems and possibilities concerning the register of 

businesses and record linkages. 

Basic considerations 

56.    The main theme of the Industry Pilos System proposal was found acoeptablj 

by the Group, but some amendment a were introduced in its structural features. 

Namely, the linkage of records with scattered elementary and aggregate éata 

to a central resistor of businesses should represent the major structure of 

data supply for industrial planning and decision-making.      The data base of 

the system will consist of a act of related data files.      These files «ay 

differ in terms of frequency of up-dating, coverage and degree of aggregation. 

22/    Sec  Annex II. 
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«•Tiilo the original propos-1    .ssumed that   or.i.v .K-iuntiry   ì t; v.ill   "c>  .Uored 

in the doti base  files,  it  was r .-commanded that  th-.- ^t.-tistinally pro.\o¡,>i 

data also be  includa in tho  dati lase foA3ejuently ,   the data  l:iot  v.-ouH 

store both o 1 om^nt:try and aggregati- dati. 

57-    The IF3 W-G originally proponed co t.   partial,  coverinr the  industrial 

sector only,       Tho Oroup reconsidered this approach and note i th >t   thia h^¡ 

been meant simply to indic.ito  an action priority ai  tho  nutlet oí   data bank 

building for industrial planning        In f-ct, however,   ihe pl.onning and policy 

» activities in tho industrial  sector necessarily «H  for data not  only from 

the industrial sector itself,   but from other sectors  as well (mnpov^r, 

natural resources, transport,   public utilities,  etc  ).       Therefore,  thu I/o 

should t'o conceptually defined from the outset as an integral part of an 

over-all information system,  which should be recognized particularly when 

establishing registers of businesses.      This approach docs not exclude the 

possibility that the establishing of on over-all information systtvn,  which in 

any CAS« con only be built  in stages,  starts with tho industry sector. 

5ft.    At a consequence of the above change in understanding the ultimate goals, 

tho title "Industry Piles System" was subjected to critical discussion       It 

wis argued that ultimately the "Files System ' would ¿o beyond the "industry'1 

field.      Besides,  "Filos System" rs felt to be an exaggerated description 

of % rather modest undertaking       It was therefore recommended that the title 

be changed to "Pata Bank for Industrial Planning".      It is this title which 

is applied further m in this report- 

59.    fhe concept of the data bonk should be broadened  also in the sense that 

the "reference programing data" should receive greater attention than 

envisaged in thè original TPÜ proposal.       It was emphasized by some partici- 

pants that the exogenous dat    (data on technology, production, trade, prices, 

©te»  in other countries) play an important role in industrial planning and 

decision-making ma should,  therefore, be ^iven first priority along with 

indogonoue data on existing industrial firme and plants       Realizing tho 

UAlinited amount of these data and the rather limited needs and resources in 

* small developing country,  it was felt that fully-fledged information centres 

should be built up   preferably on a regional basis is  indicated in the 

original proposal.      The exogenous data section o* the Data Bank for 

Industrial Planning should provide for the  ilnkirur of local (or national) 

information systems to th^t of % regional centre 
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60      The "confident i ? lity'   problem is one of tho basic factors affecting 

many aspects of tho data bank        Though confidentiality of data may sometimes 

be a prrtondod notion, purporting only to avoid possible abuse   of data 

which by thcmeelvoG are not collider*W, the protection of personal and 

business secrjey is the legitimate c. .im in many societi.es.      Data banks have 

to live with this problem.      It could be solved by: 

(a) cxluding any possibility of free physical access to data 
stored in the computer; 

(b) classification of the users of data and installation ôf 
appropriate keys for controlling their access to data} 

(e)   sufficient aggregation of elementary data when processed 
for general dissemination. 

61. As far as physical access to data stored in the data bank is 

there are several «rays of protection,     -Since paper files could be easily 

copied, security can best be achieved by denying to unauthorised permostmoi 

aocess to data retrieval équipant,     in the case of data storage on mafmetie 

tapes, the computer system documentation can be treated as confidential ani 

accessible to authorised personnel only. 

62. The controlling of access to confidential data will refaire attacking 

proper tecurlty ooéee to different users.      If a computer is used in the data 

bank, it can be programmed to allow only certain data to be routed to certain 

users.     Security codes can be built in the retrieval instructions to the 

computer;    if the code is unknown to the user, the computer will deny accès» 

to the data. 

63. Protection of confidentiality of the information to be disseminated in 

the public is accomplished by a sufficient degree of jjjff^f |ff|'      Law» and 

regulations usually stipulate that confidential data should not be 

unies» aggregated from thrue or four sources, and if the share of 

of data constitutes more than a certain percentage (e.g. 70 percent) of 

aggregate. 

64. 'hilo the security within computer systems is to be solved by the Anta 

processing expert in the course of establishing the data processing «Bit, 

tho desire or necessity to plug into the data bank confidential data will in 

itself influence the institutional concept of the data bank.      Some partici- 

pants felt that the necessity to cope with the confidentiality problem night 

favour the location of a data bank within the Statistical Office, at least at 
the outset. 

aSÊmHÊËÊËÉÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÈm 
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Register of businesses  und record linteles 

65>    The IPS proposal envisaged that th^ compioto syotem would consist of 

the following fi lost 

- Identifier Pile 
- Core File 

- Snmpi« Pile 

- Plan Data Pile 

- lief crone« Programming Dati Pile 

The Croup's discussion of the rogistor of businesses and record link ige 

problems was intended to cover mainly issues related to the Identifier File 

and the Core File. 

66.    It was agrood that tho most typical structure of a Data Dank for 

Industrial Planning would bo represented by 1 register of businesses (to 

serve a« a tool of record linkage and as a "mini data bank") to which various 

data files and records would be linked, 

6?.    Ä© register of businesses should contain only data of relatively long 

validity.      titile tone exports consider employment size measured in class 

categories as sufficiently stable,  some recommend a size code based on some 

othar characteristic, such as fixed investment,      Employment figures are 

prone to change from year to year;    with an employment size codo of 5Ö - 100 

workers, a unit employing 45 workers in 1968, 55 in 1969 and 40 in 19Î0, will 

slip fro« one sise to another year after year      Th-jre would he many such 

marginal cases for each sise,      Fixed investments are a relatively non« 

variable characteristic and may prove to be a more reliable size indieitor 

of productive capacity.*»       However, one should not neglect the fact that 

data on filled capital are generally less easily available than employment 

data.      Besides, it would not be possible to secure absolute stability of the 

fiief    there are always changes in tho activities of an individual establish- 

ment as well AS the emerging of a new establishment and submerging of one 

establishment into another.      The point ip that if changet, occur in the data, 

tho old data should he stored within the system so that the changes can bo 

easily followed. 

jy    See "COWmmm ON THE UNIDO IMHJOTHY FILS WWW" by fï.R. Mohnot, 
(ID/TO.84/3), page 11, paragraph 24- 
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6>3      Attention wis then drawn to the distinction between tho situation file 

and the historical filo,   is practised in Norway,      The situation file fives 

tho actual  situation  as his been registered,   while the historical file is 

mainly furnished with  -«11 tho chanco* noted in the situation file when it is 

up-dated        "„.; combining the situr.tic-. and the historia..1 file, ano can 

reconstruct a situation for any chosen point of time in the past. 

69. In compliance with thu basic policy regarding coverage of the data bonk, 

the Group felt that a resistor of businesses should not bo confined to the 

industrial sector only,   but should include establishments in all sectors. 

However, the subsistence economy of rural villages would pos« insurmountable 

obstacles to completo registering of  agricultural firms.      The agricultural 

sector »ay therefore be considered as an exception under normal circumstances. 

70. Similarly, a certain limitation in regard to ji|f1j|01tf^g^ has ta tee 

exercised by the creator of the register.      The option of the lower sis« 

limit shall be made with due regard to the stipulations of liconsing regulations. 

71. In practice, tho coverage of tho register would differ from one country 

to another depending on availability of data and possibility of locating 

establishments.     'Tien establishing the register, all available sources 

identifying establishments should be utilizad.      Among others, tho following 

sources can be consult odi 

(a) Records of tax-collecting offices.      They do not have complete 
lists of establishments since the establishments not paying 
taxes (either those operating at a loss or non-profit-making 
organizations) are not recorded by them.      Besides, income 
tax«, s paid to the central «r /ornment are usually levied fro« 
enterprises,  a«d not from establishments.      It is only the 
property taxes that ore collected in some countries from 
establishments and paid to local authorities. 

(b) Reeords of insurance companies.      Usually only establishments/ 
enterprises ©«ploying labour are recorded, 

(e)    ileeords of public utilities (electricity, water, telephone, 
etc.).     Theae records are also incompleto and scattered. 

(d)    Street surveys and other statistical surveys.      Their coverage 
is considerably high, but they have the disadvantage of not 
being up-datod frequently. 

72. There m*y b« other sources identifying establishmantn, e.g. import and 

export statistics, applications for licenses, etc.      The tvfister «ay be 

incomplete even after use his been made of all available sources, but this 

imperfection should not discourage establishment of the register;    the purpose 

SäE^amauumam 
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is to achieve  the highest  possible cov^ra^e        !h,t   remains can  he handled 

by means of sample statistic-s 

7V     The gradual establishment o*' a resister of businesses  in n  developing 

country may adopt a selective approach  thit explicitly takes into account 

the existing and potential major pmnaction linea it. the country        ftamelv 

for each major raw material bein- (or to be) produced in the country, 

construct the relevant process flew from one brnnch of induatry to  mother, 

Particular branches of major interest for industrial planning -und policy- 

making purposes will be identified from such a process flow reflecting the 

teohno-engineering possibilities associated with the given raw material 

These branches will be classified into two groupai 

(a) Branches having establishments with wide spatial distribution; 
and 

(b) Branches having establishments with limited spatial distribution 

The second group is suitable for registering each estabiishioent individually 

For the first group, however, completing the register in a similar way would 

be an expensive operation and could be covered for the time being by 

aggregate estimates to be derived from area samples, population census, etc. 

This approach would be easily applicable to a relatively «nail developing 

country with mort or lesa mono-cultural economic structure.      Its merit 

would consist in developing the statistical basis for industrial planning in 

a form readily susceptible to the input-output type analysis 

74*    tn establishing and up-dating the register,  existing administrative 

records of, for example, social securities and intornai revenues offices 

would play an important rolt       Li this connexion,  attention was drawn ta 

the experience of the Central enterprise Register in Sweden,-Î»        The enter- 

prise register in 3weden is given the status of an official source for basic 

enterprise information, which has an effect of rational i «at i on in business 

»daini strati on as well as in the development of statistics for planning 

purposes.      Data are collected at both the enterprise and tho establishment 

levels, and enterprises are sub-divided into those with and without employed 

manpower.      Data on the enterprises with employed manpower are taken from 

2£/   Owe Saloaonsson,  "A STUDY OF SOME MOM/MS AND ^P^IENCES HEUTTO TO 
THE StQBDISH C!5NTRAL SHTSRPRiaS fŒCinTSR"    (Submitted as a background 
paper for the meeting. ) 
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the National  Insurance Poard,  while data on those with no employed manpower 

are derived from business supplements to  income tax reports        The latter 

are rather out-dat«?d,  so ur-dated data exist only on enterprises with 

employed manpower        At present,  the following* data are kept  in the register 

on each enterprise with employed manpower: 

(a) enterprise identification number; 

(b) name; 

(c) address (head office); 

(d) codes for branch (maximum three different codes in I3IC); 

(e) code for region; 

(f) code for community; 

(g) code for taxation district; 

(h)   hours worked (converted to man-year equivalents)} 

(i)    Indication if activity in more than one address} 

(j)    indication of any change in the status of the enterprise; 

(k)   »ddresses of local units if located other than in head ©fifias, 

75-   The Swedish enterprise register has been in operation since 196V     The 

major critical observations now being taken into accotait to offset due 

improvementa are as follows! 

(a) Incomplete coverage,      However,  there does not seem to 
exist any possibility of covering fully all enterprises 
without employed manpower 

(B) Out-datodness.  *  The Board of Insurance releases data only 
after they have been stored for at least 18 months. 

(e)   Confidentiality,      "hile information collected for 
statistical purposes ia restricted, some administrative 
reeorde are open to the public,      Th« register aim« at 
storing only open data» 

?é     In order to improve the structure and functioning of the rogistsr, the 

lauta« of Statistics proposes, inter alia, the following amendment si 

(a) the register should bo divided into historical and 
situation files and be up-dated continuously. 

(b) The scope of the register should be increased to covert 
- public government 
- non-financial enterprises 
- financial enterprises 
- households 

(c) The register should have throe units*    enterprise unit, 
local unit and establishment. 
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(d)    New identification number (seven digits and a check digit) 
shall bo designed so that the number need not be changed 
should the status or activity change 

, (e)    The data content will be extended to include data on 
t turnover, output-homogonity index,  status of implementation, 

etc. 

(f)    The register should be designed in auch a way that 
integration can easily bo achieved is mong the Register of 

4 Enterprises, Ragiator of Population and Register of Heal 
4 Estates»      To each of the basic three registers,  several 
' special registers will be attached (taxation, insurance, 
I services, wealth,   students, occupation, health, agricultural 
| estates, apartments, etc.)"     Gradually, the most frequently 
| used (open) data should be taken out from the special 

registers and stored in the basic registers,      In other 
words, the basic registers would function as pivots of 
records (specific files) linked to them. 

TT.    tSm problems of record linkage were among the major issues of the 

meeting.      The Group recognized the fact that there are not too many practical 

examples ©f reeerd linkage available in the world as yet.      Besides the abov©- 

mentioned project ©f an Integrated informât ion system in Sweden, the examples 

desoribed in îftf. Osipov's papera proved useful for demonstration purposes, 

etnee tliey represented actual experience.      One of the salient features of 

the record linkages described in the paper is that all of the» were performed 

upon the request of planning and administrative bodies.     The linkage of 

records made it possiblo to find out certain correlations that would holp 

estimate the behaviour of economic variables. 

?8.   The illustrated techniques of record linkage consisted of matching dj^a 

flUl iWifHott 9«f JfOf tnfc ffioj« fr°f WtelfWlT? sWydjj   the 
Register of Businesses served as the pivot of the operation.      Sineo the 

statistical census applies the same clasaifioation and the same identifieatto« 

numbers as the Register (in thi.i particular case the Register was administered 

by the Statistical Office), it was rather easy to match the data from the 

census t© the Register.     It was more difficult to match administrative 

reeerd« with the Register, and several preparatory steps were necessary 

(assigning of identification numbers, selection of a representative sample, 

punohing cards, etc.). 

]*J   W30IIE ÎÇXAWLB3 OP RECORD LINKAH*! IN A CENTRAL BUREAU OF STATISTICS" 
(contribution to the meeting of this export group). 
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79-    For illustration purpot several examples arc Iriefly described below: 

(=>)     Dita on  fixed assets  (collected  by  1 3poci.1l   picstionnaire) 
to be  linked with data on  employment,  groas output,   etc. 
(extracted from the annual  survey of induatry and crafts)» 
Hapitai/output   and capital/employment ratios by branches, 
size «roups,   ote.  derived from the linkage exercise were 
un od for ostirmtin** tho de-mnd for capital and manpower 

(b) D"t.:v on research and development  expenditures (collected 
originally by a National Council  for Research and Develop- 
ment)  linked with data on economic performances of 
establishments (extracted from the annual survey on 
industry).    Ratios v^re . Btiblished indicating correlation 
between research and development expenditures and the 
performance parameters of industries 

(c) Data on land used by business enterprises (taken from 
administrativo records of municipal authorities) linked with 
data on economic activities of enterprises.      The resulting 
ration (total  area per output, storce area per output,  floor 
area per employe«..,  etc) wore used for town planning purposes. 

(d) Data on exports (taken from custom» records) linked with data 
on the economic activities of exporting enterprise» (a list 
of exporters had to be established),      It makes it possible 
to identify export orientation by branches, by siz& categorías, 
etc.,  and to compare economic performances of enterprises 
according to their degree of export orientation. 

(0)    Data on imports (taken from customs records) linked with data 
on importers (identified in the re/ristor) for tho purpose of 
finding out the destination of imports by branches and final 
uso 

(f) Data on loans and grants (taken from administrative records 
of the Development Pink) with data on the economic activities 
of the enterprises which were granted loans (derived from 
periodical reports submittal to the bank and/or from the 

 Register)        This linkage cm show the distribution of loans 
by branches, size, categories, etc., and. tho difference in 
economic performances between enterprises with and without 
loans 

(g) Data on water and electricity consumption in industry (taken 
from the records of  1, water authority and an electricity 
company) linked with data on the coonomic activitios of tfce 
major industrial consumers of water and electricity (tsJton 
from the Register)      The resulting ratios,  if followed for 
several yenrs,  can be usod for estimating future consumption 
of water and electricity 

80     Some other examples of record linkte were mentioned at the meeting 

(linkage of balance sheets and of sales tax reports to the resistor files, 

etc.), but  it was emphnsizad that  such examples can be cumulated only as tho 

experience develops,       it was .also agreed that currently available examples 
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should bu document od referring to technical details of 0».ch linkage 

operation in order to facilitato the exchange of experience in this field. 

81.  It was also emphasized that while the collection of record linkage 

examples could inspire and «seist the promoters of Data Banks for Industrial 

Planning, actual work would dop«nd vory much on local conditions (that is, 

on specific needs and conditions governing the structure of existing data 

sources).  Since analysis of data cources would be decisive for outlining 

possitelo operations of the Data Bank, the Group made an effort to draw up a 

checklist to holp an analysis of existing data sources..  A ^enerplly 

applicable "questionnaire" mifht consist of the following itemsi 

A. Contents of the record 

- Iknployment 
- Production capaoity 
- Outputs (Bpacifiod) 
- Inputs (specified) 
- Capital engaged (in value) 
- Economic and financial indicators 

B. Coverage 

- Size category 
- Sector 
* Region 

C  Reliability 

D-  Availability 

* Confidentiality 
* Cost of processing 

F"      Integration possibility 

*•   Modification 
- Expulsion 
* Up-dating 

o2.    Analysis of data sources along the above linos ought to be accompanied 
by m —*lyia of jfrta, needs of potential users       The steps to ho followed 
tCT th@ i/tter P«**P°«o w« outlined in one of the papors submitted to the 
meeting*^ mi wepe briefly discussed at the beginning plenary sessions. 

|§/    Jean Salmona, "BUILDING A DATA BANK FOR PLAKNIf« AND PRIVATI D1CI3I0B 
MAKING PURPOSES"    (Notos on the 0^ examples) 
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83.    Group It did not devoto much time to discussion of possible uses of 
the d*t> ha„k|  partly b,c,U8€ oxamplos of .^ ^   .^.^ ^ ^ ^^ 

of rocord linkages and partly because it was .roup I which was dealing moro 

extensively with d*t* requirements fc industrial planning      It was under- 

stood by Group II that the J)„ta L«k for Industrial Planning should support 

planning,  financing and implementation activities of economic agents in the 

field of industry.      Of these,  planning activities (formulation of objectives, 
structural analysis, formulation and analysis of resource allocation 

programes,  identification of investment opportunities,  evaluation of projects, 
ate.) wero recognized to be the most data-intensive. 

34.    Attention was drawn occasionally to the problem of how to measure 

technological changes, both in the past nnd in the future,      The economic 

indicators are traditionally designed to deal with technological factors only 

in indiredt terms or in terms of their economic impact.      The Group was 

furred to the on-going UNIDO project, »Industry Profiles'», which attempts 

to deepen the interaction between economic data and on   neering data in the 

contest of diagnosis and programing of industrial activities on the enter- 

prise rad project level.     Tho Oroup felt that the «Itefarenco Programing 

Data» section of tho data bank ou*ht to receive further serious consideration 

and^hat the possible structure of data files in this section md techniques 

of digesting technological information should bo elaborated in due course. 

85.    He participants were hesitant to propose .any unique locations policy 

for the data bank.      Examples wore giVe„ showing that oven within one 

country a data bank changed its administrator from one institution to another. 

CIn one example, the transfer from the National Statistical Office to the 

mm Minister's Office was under consideration. )      Although i„ moat case. 

the registers of businesses aro administered l* Central Statistical Office, 

it does not follow that this should be the rule       Many participants felt tLt 

It might be generally convenient to start operations of the register within 

the Statistical Office and consider removing it from there after operations        • 
had reached a certain scale. 
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Implementation 

86. A data bank can not be established as a fully-flecked body at once!    it 

has to develop gradually.      The first step should consiat of establishing a 

register of businesses.      However, conditions for establishing a rugister may 

not be favourable in all countries.      In principle, it is possible to start 

with registering relatively large establishments for which there are records 

either in the Statistical Office or in administrative departments.      The 

telective approach mentioned in paragraph 73 above would deserve particular 
attention in further elaborating guidelines in this respect. 

87. Linking of records should also be developed gradually.     The recommended 

approach is to work on individual users' needs and accumulate the gained 

reiults and experience into a sustained routine.     fhis will have a positive 

Imp«* on the formulation of the programme of work for the data bonk which 
should be geared to users' needs at every stage. 

m.   As far as eomputi«g and data-preeeeaing programmée a»e concern«»*, they 

can be defined only after the volume of data, frwpeney ef roquost, types of 

•ihibit required, lead-time of request to response, ete. are known.      Ne 

effort should he made to pro-determine the BO programmes at the very outset 
of the data bonk. 

•f.   It ehould bo emphasieed that an intensive training of data users in 

ftfaM to technics of data processing and analysis be undertaken fc, theee 

associated with the data bank,     Very often institutions gathering data 

ftmüi indifferent to those using them and v¿oj varea.     This leads t© a 

situation where much of the information produced proves cither of poor 

relevanoe to on-going planning and policy matters or simply unrecognised. 

trifore, the using agencies themselves have to develop competence to handle 
data and to specify their needs precisely. 

•»•.«*... Q00 --«.«.» 
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